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BOATS CAN BE PLACED:

Amusement parks, Water parks, Camping grounds, Supermarkets, Hotels, Shopping malls, Family restaurants,
Zoo’s, Beaches, Playgrounds etc.

The fun and safe Barca Choc bumperboats comes in ﬁve attractive
designs and shapes. (Crocodile, Tiger, Panda, Ladybug & Monkey)
Barca Choc attractions have been operating in many countries for
25 years. The kids just love the animal shaped boats, and the
parents and grandparents are very happy to see their young
ones operate the boats themselfs. The boats are perfect
for younger children as the ride is smooth and safe.

DIFFERENT COLORS

We can supply you with different colours of the inﬂatable tube.
Our standard is bright green witch we think works well with
all animals and looks nice on the water as well.

OUR DESIGNS

If you want a custom work, we can also make custom designs.

BOAT SPECS:

Composition: Polyester with gelcot, Five models avaiable, Total weight: 34kg, Dimensions: 130x90x63 (cm),
Motor: 12v 100w hydrojet propulsion, Battery: Gel-battery 62Ah 12v, Charger: High quality electronic 5A, Running time 4-5 hours.
The boats work with tokens or coins. 1 or 2 coins/token and has an adjustable timer 1-10 min.

The wooden pool is easy to assemble
and easily customizable with its 1.5 meter
elements. We also offer a inﬂatable pool which is perfect for
carnevals. Filtering system: High capacity electric pump with sand ﬁlter. Barca Choc
delivers fully equiped attractions. All the parts are quick and easy to set up!

PACKAGE DEALS:

We offer 3 package deals. Each package comes with a different size of pool and number
of bumber boats. Each bumperboat comes with a battery and charger.

THIS INCLUDE
6 X 6 METER WOODEN POOL
& 4 BUMPER BOATS

THIS INCLUDE
6 X 7.5 METER WOODEN POOL
& 6 BUMPER BOATS

THIS INCLUDE
7.5 X 10.5 METER WOODEN
POOL & 10 BUMPER BOATS

Why is the barcachoc bumperboats better?
The new developed PCB is processor controlled, and can easy be updated with
new or changed info. Thermal fuses make sure that all is well, LED
indicators of the condition of the battery.
The motor has custom made aluminum ﬁxings for the steering and power out.
The motor components are of high quality; copper therminals class 180
and isolation system with thermal class 155.
The hydrojet with the propeller does a good job to forward the boat in a slow but
nice speed for the young ones. If the boat ends up in a corner of the pool,
just turn the steering wheel to one side and you can leave the corner.
The inﬂatable tube is manufactured in 32oz/900g reinforced PVC. We also put an
extra layer of wear protection material around the tube perimeter. The valve is high
quality and placed on the water side to make sure no kids open it.
The powercables used in the boats are tinned marine cables and the connector are
CuZn model. All screws, nuts, connectorplates, hinges and rivets are made of stainless
steel quality A2/A4. All to make sure the boat will work well for many years.
The battery is a 62Ah gelbattery with a capacity of 500 cykles when used
to 50%. As the battery is completely sealed there is no risk of leakage.
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